Recently there is an emerging trend in the research to recognize handwritten characters and numerals of many Indian languages and scripts. In this manuscript we have practiced the recognition of handwritten Gurmukhi numerals. We have used three different feature sets. First feature set is comprised of distance profiles having 128 features. Second feature set is comprised of different types of projection histograms having 190 features. Third feature set is comprised of zonal density and Background Directional Distribution (BDD) forming 144 features. The SVM classifier with RBF (Radial Basis Function) kernel is used for classification. We have obtained the 5-fold cross validation accuracy as 99.2% using second feature set consisting of 190 projection histogram features. On third and first feature sets recognition rates 99.13% and 98% are observed. To obtain better results pre-processing of noise removal and normalization processes before feature extraction are recommended, which are also practiced in our approach.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, many research articles are available for recognition of handwritten characters and numerals for Devnagari among Indian scripts. However, the approaches for character recognition for Indian scripts other than Devnagari are also approached, but such practices are comparatively fewer. [1] have proposed a system to recognise both Devnagari and English handwritten numerals. They used a set of global and local features, which were derived from the right and left projection profiles of the numeral image. They tested their system on both Devnagari and English numerals independently and found that recognition rate for Devnagari numerals was better. For Devnagari numerals they found recognition rate of 89% and confusion rate of 4.5%. For English set they found recognition rate of 78.4% and confusion rate of 18%.
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Reena Bajaj et al. [2] have used three different types of features namely density, moment and descriptive component features to recognize the Devnagari numerals. They also used three different neural classifiers and finally the outputs of three classifiers were combined using a connectionist scheme. Thus they obtained classification rate of 89.68% by combining all classifier.
U Bhattacharya and B.B. Chaudhuri [3] have proposed majority voting scheme for multi-resolution recognition of hand-printed numerals. They used the features based on wavelet transforms at different resolution levels and multilayer perceptron for classification purpose. They achieved 97.16% recognition rate on a test set of 5000 Bangla numerals.
U. Bhattacharya et al. [4] have used ANN and HMM for recognition of handwritten Devnagari numerals. In their proposed scheme they obtained 92.83% recognition rate.
U. Pal et al. [5] have proposed a modified quadratic classifier based scheme towards the recognition of off-line handwritten numerals of six popular Indian scripts namely Devnagari, Bangla, Telugu, Oriya, Kannada and Tamil scripts for their experiment. The features used in the classifier were obtained from the directional information of the numerals. They obtained 99.56%, 98.99%, 99.37%, 98.40%, 98.71% and 98.51% accuracy for the scripts respectively. Sontakke and Patil et al. [6] have proposed general fuzzy hyperline segment neural network to recognize handwritten Devnagari numerals. They proposed a rotation, scale and translation invariant algorithm and reported 99.5% recognition rate.
Ramteke and Mehrotra [7] have used a method based on invariant moment and the divisions of numeral image for recognition of handwritten Devnagari numerals. They adopted Gaussian Distribution Function for classification and achieved 92% success rate. Shrivastava and Gharde [12] have used Moment Invariant and Affine Moment Invariant techniques for feature extraction and SVM classifier and reported 99.48% recognition rate for handwritten Devnagari Numerals.
Mahesh Jangid and Kartar Singh et al. [13] have used a feature extraction technique based on recursive subdivision of the character image to recognize handwritten Devnagari numerals. The character image was subdivided at all iterations such that the resulting sub-image had balanced number of foreground pixels as possible. They achieved 98.98% recognition rate using SVM classifier.
There are also some approaches practiced for recognition of numerals of Indian scripts other than Devnagari. Rajput and Mali [8] have recognised isolated Marathi numerals using Fourier descriptors. They used 64 dimensional Fourier descriptors representing the shape of the numerals and invariant to rotation, scale and translation. They used three different classifiers namely NN, KNN and SVM independently and achieved 97.05%, 97.04% and 97.85% accuracies respectively.
Apurva Desai [9] have used four different profiles of digits namely horizontal, vertical, and left and right diagonal profiles to recognize Gujarati Numerals. He used neural network and achieved 82% success rate.
Dharamveer Sharma et al. [10] first extracted Gurmukhi digits from Gurmukhi documents and then used structural and statistical features to recognize. They tested the technique on both Roman and Gurmukhi digits and reported recognition rates of 95% and 92.6% respectively.
Ubeeka Jain et al. [11] have practiced an approach based neocognitron to recognize Gurmukhi character set including Gurmukhi numerals. They achieved 92.78% recognition rate.
In the following sections dataset generation, pre-processing, and proposed methodology including feature extraction, result analysis and conclusion are discussed.
DATASET
The dataset of Gurmukhi numerals for our implementation is collected from 15 different persons. Each writer contributed to write 10 samples of each of numeral of 10 different Gurmukhi digits. These samples are taken on white papers written in an isolated manner.
The table 1 shows some of the samples of our collected dataset. These samples are transformed in gray image. Among these samples, some distortions and irregularities are also incorporated by writers. In pre-processing we applied many techniques like median filtration, dilation, isolated pixels removal and many other morphological operations to bridge unconnected pixels and to remove spur pixels etc. Before extracting the features we normalized the pre-processed numeral images to 32*32 pixel size.
FEATURE EXTRACTION
We have used following three sets of features extracted to recognize Gurmukhi numerals. These approaches are adopted from our earlier practice [14] used to recognize isolated Gurmukhi handwritten characters. 
Distance Profile Features
In our approach we have used distance profiles using distance computation from bounding box to outer edges of character from four sides-two in horizontal direction from left and right sides and other two in vertical direction from top and bottom side.
Left and right profiles are traced by horizontal traversing of distance from left bounding box in forward direction and from right bounding box in backward direction respectively to outer edges of character. Similarly, top and bottom profiles are traced by vertical traversing of distance from top bounding box in downward direction and from bottom bounding box in upward direction respectively to outer edges of character. The size of each profile in our approach is 32 similar to number of pixels in each row or column forming total 128 features by all four types of profiles.
Projection Histogram Features
Projection histograms count the number of foreground pixels in specified direction. In our approach we have used four directions of horizontal, vertical and both diagonal traversing. In our approach projection histograms are computed by counting the number of foreground pixels. In horizontal histogram these pixels are counted by row wise i.e. for each pixel row. In vertical histogram the pixels are counted by column wise. In diagonal-1 histogram the pixels are counted by left diagonal wise. In diagonal-2 histogram the pixels are counted by right diagonal wise. The lengths of these features are 32, 32, 63 and 63 respectively according to lines of traversing forming total 190 features
Zonal Density and Background Directional Distribution Features
In zoning, the character image is divided into N×M zones. From each zone features are extracted to form the feature vector. The goal of zoning is to obtain the local characteristics instead of global characteristics. We have created 16 (4*4) zones of 8*8 pixel size each out of our 32*32 normalized samples by horizontal and vertical division. By dividing the number of foreground pixels in each zone by total number of pixels in each zone i.e. 64 we obtained the density of each zone. Thus we obtained 16 zoning density features.
We have considered the directional distribution of neighboring background pixels to foreground pixels. We computed 8 directional distribution features. To calculate directional distribution values of background pixels for each foreground pixel, we have used the masks for each direction shown in figure  2(b) . The pixel at center "X" is foreground pixel under consideration to calculate directional distribution values of background. The weight for each direction is computed by using specific mask in particular direction depicting cumulative fractions of background pixels in particular direction.
Algorithm for computation of BDD features:
// image size=32*32, number of zones =16 // (4*4), pixels in each zone=64(8*8) To illustrate the computation of BDD features, we have to compute directional distribution value for foreground pixel "X" in direction d1for the sample given in figure 2(c). We need to superimpose the mask for d1 direction on the sample image coinciding the centered pixel X. The sum of mask values of d1 mask coinciding to background pixels neighbouring to X in figure 2(c) i.e. d1 and d2 (i.e. 1+2) will be feature value in direction d1. Similarly we obtained all directional distribution values for each foreground pixel. Then, we summed up all similar directional distribution values for all pixels in each zone. Combining 16 zoning features we have 144 features (8*16 BDD + 16 density) computed in this set.
RECOGNITION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We have used SVM classifiers for recognition. Basically SVM classifies objects into binary classes but it can be extended to classify multiple classes. We have obtained such multiclass SVM tool LIBSVM available at [15] . We have used RBF (Radial Basis Function) kernel which is also common choice, in our recognition. RBF has single kernel parameter gamma (g or γ). Additionally there is another parameter with SVM classifier called soft margin or penalty parameter (C).
5-Fold Cross Validation
In general, In V-fold cross validation we first divide the training set into V equal subsets. Then one subset is used to test by classifier trained by other remaining V-1 subsets. By cross validation each sample of train data is predicted and it gives the percentage of correctly recognized dataset.
In our approach we have used 5-fold cross validation to obtain recognition rate.
We first tested on small samples on all possible parameters giving optimized results and then by refinement on complete dataset we finally discovered the parameters" combination giving optimum cross validation accuracy.
The But at the overall point of efficiency and performance, the recognition results using third feature set using zonal density and BDD features are best. It is because it has slight reduction in recognition rate (99.2% to 99.13%) but a significant reduction in number of features (190 to 144) comparative to second feature set. Hence it reduces computation complexity and hence time consumption while processing lesser number of features. In other way, comparing with first feature set, third features set provides significant increase in recognition rate (98% to 99.13%) while slight increase in number of features (128 to 144).
